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WALKER CITY COUNCIL 

REGULAR MEETING MINUTES 

WALKER FIRE HALL MEETING ROOM 

MONDAY, AUGUST 5, 2019 

 

CALL TO ORDER –Mayor Shaw 

 Mayor Jed Shaw called the regular scheduled meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.  

 Pledge of Allegiance 

 Council members present: Hansen, Moore, Senenfelder, Shaw and Wilkening 

 Council members absent:  

 Others present during portions of the meeting included: 

  

Terri Bjorklund, City Administrator  Pamela Smith, City Employee 

Dean Morrill, Pilot Independent  Mike Ridlon, Public Works Director 

Wayne Tennis, Chief of Police  Travis Baker, Police  

Otto Ringle, Self    Cindy Wannarka, Chamber 

Sherren Foss, Self 

 

CONSENT AGENDA-Mayor Shaw 
M/S Moore/Hansen to approve the Consent Agenda Items 1 thru 12 as follows waving 

the reading. 

1. Approve Walker City Council regular and public hearing meeting minutes of July 1
st
, 

2019.  

2. Review and file draft of Walker Planning Commission/Board of Adjustments regular 

meeting minutes of July 29
th

, 2019.   

3. Review and file June 2019 Zoning Administrator report. 

4. Review Walker Public Library Board meeting minutes of July 17
th

, 2019.  

5. Review and file draft of Walker Park Advisory Board meeting minutes of July 23
rd

, 

2019. 

6. Review and file Walker Police Department Monthly Report. 

7. Review and file Public Works Committee meeting minutes of July 25
th

, 2019. 

8. Approve Cash Balance Report as of June 30
th

, 2019.  

9. Approve to pay the 2019/2020 Maintenance Dues to the Walker Community Health 

Center at the allocated percentage of 46% in the amount of $4,600.  

10. Review and file Minnesota Department of Revenue’s Certified 2019 LGA for the 

City of Walker in the amount of $42,054  

11. Approve entering into the agreement with Gas Service Co. Inc. for the 2019-2020 

heating season for propane (same as the 2018-2019 season) 

12. Approve to pay Minnesota Pump Works Invoice #00007659 in the amount of 

$2,605.00 for emergency repair of lift station pump. 

Motion passed (5-0) 
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SCHEDULED CITIZENS PRESENTATION –Mayor Shaw 

 Rock Garden Request; Otto Ringle 

Ringle reviews his request to use the Rock Garden for the dedication for the statue on the 

23
rd

 of September.  

Moore questions Ringle regarding following the proper procedures and channels when 

submitting his application also questions his lack of insurance. Ringle explains that in 

2006 when they first started circle of time that they came to the conclusion that city 

insurance covers city property. Moore clarifies that she is speaking about event insurance.  

Moore explained that the City of Walker has dissolved the Arts and Culture Committee 

and that he may have been covered under that and would need to obtain his own event 

insurance. She questioned how the Board could approve an application for an event for 

dedication of a statue that hasn’t yet been paid for. Ringle explained that he has a month 

and a half to collect the remainder. Moore stated that she knows that he started 

fundraising for this in January and saw that a donation was received in the amount of 

$200. Ringle stated that was for the pavilion. Moore added that Charlie Thompson gave 

money for the statue. Ringle replied that was for the pavilion. Moore questioned why he 

would still be collecting for the pavilion.  Ringle explains that the only time money was 

brought up for the statue is when he met with Fahron Jackson and he pledged $2,000. 

Moore clarifies that the money raised on Facebook for the hoop statue was put towards 

the pavilion. Ringle stated that was correct. Moore states that there is no problem with 

approving the event it is that you are not following the procedures like every other 

organization and every other person has to do. And when you don’t follow the procedures 

there is always an excuse. She stressed that if he needs help or has questions with the 

application process to contact her or the park board and she would be happy to help. He 

replied that it is all water under the bridge now. Moore questioned if he had gotten 

permission from the people listed on the brochure for them to be on it. He stated that he 

had not and that is only a proposal.  

Senenfelder questioned Ringle if that what he is actually asking for tonight is to ask 

permission to get his permit because it was late getting to the park board. Ringle replied 

that was correct. Senenfelder stated that Ringle would need to get a certificate of 

insurance. 

Wilkening questioned if they had a statue to put up yet. Ringle stated that he hopes so. He 

stated that he only has a month and a half to get this done and would like this approved so 

he can get it going or it will have to wait until next year. Wilkening questioned the board 

if they were jumping the gun by creating an event for something that doesn’t exist. 

Wilkening added that this is about creating cultural acceptance between communities and 

if all of a sudden we don’t uphold our end so to speak than we are on the hook. The board 

discusses the date of September 23 and the reason for that date as a deadline is due to the 

autumnal equinox for unity reasons. Hansen suggested doing it in the spring during the 

spring equinox to accommodate for more time.   

Wilkening stated that he agrees with the concept for the whole thing but the process has 

been painstakingly errored. He added that all that it has done has slanted things against 

the Board. Wilkening repeats himself to Ringle adding that it has been done completely 

backwards so much so that it has skewed so much so that it shows the council in a 

negative light to the rest of the residents of Walker. Wilkening would like to see a statue 

first so they can move forward in creating an event that is long-lasting, significant and 
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meaningful for the communities and not just Walker. He added that he believes that if it 

is done correctly from this point forward it would be a great thing even 20-50 years later.  

Ringle stated that it was the same problem with circle of time in 2006 and everything that 

he did was wrong but it happened and everything is great now.  

Moore questioned Ringle about Winedown listed on their license for the event. The board 

talked in depth about liquor licenses and caterer’s license and stated that he would need 

to make sure that if he serves liquor it they would need to be a licensed caterer that has a 

liquor license from the State.  

 

M/S Senenfelder/Wilkening to allow the event to happen on September 23
rd

, 2019; 

contingent on providing certificate of insurance and all of the requirements in the permit 

application as well as it be known that absence of the statue at the event is no fault of the 

City of Walker. 

Motion passed (5-0) 

 

Senenfelder stressed that if the statue does not arrive he would like it to be known that it 

is not the fault of the City of Walker. He added that he did not want to be tarred and 

feather in the newspaper again. Ringle replied that he wishes that he would take that as a 

joke like everyone else did.  

 

Wilkening stated that he would like to see the Park Board members with the help of the 

City Administrator get the plaque reworded in correct order.  

 

Mayor Shaw stated that he is not very inclined to have let this request go through. The 

problem that he has is that you ran this project so far outside the line that you disrupted us 

from other business that the City had going on this summer. We have a lot of other 

priorities that outrank a lot of the public things you like to do. Shaw stated that he knows 

how deeply he feels for Walker and it means the same to him but when you distract us as 

badly as you have and then try to make us look bad in the court of public opinion because 

we were upset that you broke the rules; and he doesn’t think that it is funny at all and 

does not like rewarding his bad behavior. Ringle stated that he doesn’t have to worry 

because it will be his last project. Shaw clarified that he was not upset about his request 

he was upset at the way he did it. Shaw added that they have their ears open and that if he 

really wants to do something that is important to him and the City the Board is there to 

hear him. But if it is something that means breaking that many rules to get it done or 

trying to make the City look bad in the court of public opinion; he does not appreciate it.   

 

CITY STAFF COMMENTS – Administrator Terri Bjorklund 

 

PERSONNEL, BUDGET & ADMINISTRATION – Councilmember Senenfelder 

1. M/S Senenfelder/Hansen to approve of Claim #56773 to Claim #56883 including 

Voided Check Numbers 56829, 56830, 56873 and bank drafts in the amount of 

$643,371.51 

Motion passed (5-0) 
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2. M/S Senenfelder/Moore to approve of the Application for Final Payment with Ulteig 

for 2018 Street and Utility Improvements-CSAH 12 (Tenth Street) Contract No. 

R17.01996 in the amount of $16,607.10. 

Motion passed (5-0) 

3. M/S Senenfelder/Moore to approve of the request from the Accounting Department 

to transfer  from the following funds: 

a) $5,015.30 from the General Fund 101 checking to Street Equipment Savings 

fund  

b) $55,000.00 from the General fund 101 to Street Capital Projects Checking 

fund 500 (for road upgrades) 

c) $12,500.00 from DMV Checking Fund 871 to General Fund 101 

d) $12,500.00 from General Checking Fund 101 to Police Equipment Savings 

e) $16,650.00 from General Fund 101 checking to Cemetery Fund 209 Checking 

f) $2,000.00 from Cemetery Checking fund 101 to Street Equipment Savings (to 

save for lawn mower) 

g) $2,000.00 from General Fund 101 Checking Parks to Street Equipment 

Savings (to save for lawn mower) 

h) $10,000.00 from General Fund 101 Checking to Building Capital Projects 

Fund 505 (to save for City Hall Roof) 

Motion passed (5-0) 

4. M/S Senenfelder/Hansen to approve to change the DMV wage structure for Clerks to 

$16.00 per hour and Deputy Registrar to $17.00 per hour. 

Motion passed (5-0) 

5. M/S Senenfelder/Moore to approve to hire Terri Mann as a DMV Clerk at a wage of 

$16.00 per hour. 

Motion passed (5-0) 

6. M/S Senenfelder/Moore to approve of the revision of Walker Police Departments 

Order No. 43 that amends the policy: Sexual Assault Investigations. 

This is a POST board recommended change.  

Motion passed (5-0) 

7. Review and file certificate of recognition given to the Walker Police Department for 

Board of Peace Officer Standards and Training Compliance. 

Motion passed (5-0) 

 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/LIQUOR STORE/AIRPORT/LIBRARY – 

Councilmember Hansen 

1. M/S Hansen/Moore to approve of Walker Planning Commission/Board of 

Adjustments Meeting Minutes of June 24
th

, 2019. 

Motion passed (5-0) 

2. M/S Hansen/Senenfelder to approve of the recommendation of the Planning 

Commission/Board of Adjustments to appoint Seth Liefer to fill the open board seat 

starting in September. 

Hansen stated that he pulled right up to the table and got involved.  

Wilkening believes that Seth will be good for the group he has a lot of knowledge.  

Wilkening added that they have a very diverse group and that they cordially disagree.  
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The Board would like to thank Rich Hansen for his many years of involvement in the 

planning commission. Wilkening stated it is a shame that they are losing him and he 

was very knowledgeable.  

Motion passed (5-0) 

3. M/S Hansen/Wilkening to approve of the recommendation of the Planning 

Commission/Board of Adjustments to approve LU-2019-05, a Conditional Use 

Permit for moving >50 cubic yards of fill (non-shore or bluff impact) with the 

following findings of facts and conditions: 

Findings of Fact 

1. With implemented conditions, no soil erosion or possible pollution of public 

waters will occur as a result of the conditional use. 

2. The fill site is not viewable from public waters and will have no impact. 

3. The application does not have lake access for watercraft. 

4. The subject property 96-358-0940& 96-358-0930 is located in an area zoned 

as Traditional Residential (R) and subject property 96-358-0920 is located in 

an area zoned as Transitional Commercial (TC); dirt moving of more than 50 

cubic yards is Conditionally Permitted. 

5. The use, with conditions imposed by the Planning Commission, is compatible 

with the surrounding neighborhood and does not conflict with the 

Comprehensive Plan. 

6. The use with conditions is compatible with the existing neighborhood; the 

adjacent properties that surround that parcels to the North is zoned Parks and 

Recreation (PR), to the South is General Commercial (GC), East is 

Transitional Commercial and West is Traditional Residential (R); which is a 

compatible conditional use for those zoning districts.  

7. The proposed use, with conditions, is not considered to be injurious to public 

health, safety, decency, order, comfort, convenience, appearance, or 

prosperity. 

Conditions 

1. Maintain preventative steps for soil erosion before, during and after the 

project. 

2. All areas disturbed during grading shall be covered with topsoil and seeded. 

Areas subject to concentrated run-off or steeper than 3:1 shall be sodded or 

seeded and protected with an appropriate mulch cover. 

3. Water run-off shall be contained on subject properties. 

4. Steps to protect the adjacent property owner from run-off will require silt 

fencing during filling. 

5. Contingent on the submittal of approved Truck Highway Right of Way 

Permits with the Minnesota Department of Transportation.  

 

 

Wilkening explains that the right of way jets out in the area west of Chars property. Brad 

is currently working with MnDot to complete the rest of the permits.  

Motion passed (5-0) 
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4. M/S Hansen/Moore to approve of Walker Public Library Board minutes of June 19
th

, 

2019.  

Motion passed (5-0) 

5. M/S Hansen/Moore to approve of the Kitchigami Regional Library System proposed 

2019 Budget for Walker Library Branch levy portion in the amount of $15,152 plus 

$406 for automation, repair and replacement.  

Motion passed (5-0) 

6. M/S Hansen/Wilkening to approve of Resolution 34-2019, authorization to execute 

Minnesota Department of Transportation Grant Agreement for Airport Improvement 

Excluding Land Acquisition. 

Motion passed (5-0) 

7. M/S Hansen/Moore to approve of Grant Agreement AIP 3-27-0151-012-2019 

between the City of Walker and the Federal Aviation Administration. 

Motion passed (5-0) 

 

PARKS/AMBULANCE BOARD–Councilmember Moore 

1. M/S Moore/Senenfelder to approve of Walker Park Advisory Board to approve 

Minutes of June 25, 2019. 

Motion passed (5-0) 

 

The park board still has one vacancy for a resident of Walker. 

 

PUBLIC WORKS, SAFETY & CEMETERY – Councilmember Wilkening 

1. M/S Wilkening/Hansen to approve of the recommendation of the Public Works 

Committee to approve the quote from Sweeny Controls to switch the dialer system to 

SCADA internet based system on the lower and upper lift stations; in the amount of 

$6,375.00 for equipment and training plus $42.00 for monitoring fees reoccurring 

monthly.  

Motion passed (5-0) 

2. M/S Wilkening/Senenfelder to approve of the recommendation of the Public Works 

Committee to approve the quote from Precision Concrete Cutting for Minnesota 

Avenue area sidewalk repair in the amount of $2,992.00. 

Ridlon explains that this will take care of 37 different trip hazards.  

Motion passed (5-0) 

3. M/S Wilkening/Senenfelder to approve of the recommendation of the Public Works 

Committee to approve the Street Closure request from Cabela’s Masters Walleye 

Circuit to close a portion of 5
th

 Street from 7:00 am on September 20
th

 until 7:00 pm 

on September 21
st
. 

The board requested that the Chief of Police work with the applicants on closing off 

the Street at an area of his discretion.  

Motion passed (5-0) 

4. M/S Wilkening/Senenfelder to approve to accept completed road work of Walker 

Industries Blvd and finalize Resolution 33-2018, a Resolution Authorizing the Sale of 

City Property Not Needed for Public Use. 

Ayes: Hansen, Moore, Senenfelder, Shaw and Wilkening  Nays: None 

Motion passed (5-0) 
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Bjorklund explains the generator at the water plant is 19 years old. The generator is not 

working. Just to figure out what is wrong with the generator will cost approximately 

$3,600 to diagnose the problem. We paid $80,000 for it 19 years ago.  

The Board stated that the generator runs the water plant and the lower lift station. 

The Board discusses on whether or not it is worth it to fix now or buy a brand new one.  

The rental of a generator is $3,000 a month to rent.  

 

M/S Shaw/Wilkening to approve to expend the funds to rent the generator until at which 

time we have quote for repair.  

Motion passed (5-0) 

 

OTHER BUSINESS –Mayor Shaw 

Terri thanks the staff for the morning and that we had a great day; cleaning up after the 

storm damage.   

Senenfelder questioned the Walker Leech Lake sign that was damaged.  

Terri explained that they are looking into it. The frame is broke and needs to be replaced. 

Wannarka suggested auctioning off the remaining pieces of the billboard.  

 

 City offices and Department of Motor Vehicles will be closed Monday September 

2
nd

, 2019 

 If anyone would like to attend the Cass County EDC annual meeting on Thursday 

October 3
rd

, 2019 please let Terri Bjorklund know. 

 

ADJOURNMENT-Mayor Jed Shaw 
Mayor Shaw adjourns the meeting at 7:05 p.m.  

 

 

      Attest:       

Jed Shaw, Mayor    Terri Bjorklund, Administrator 


